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Several of our best door styles are offered in elegant inset versions, with your choice of beaded or flush frame detail. 
Browse the entire inset offering peppered throughout.

All finishes are offered in your choice of satin or matte sheen.

Please visit ShowplaceCabinetry.com for full details.

The best way to find that just-right door, wood, and finish combination is to look at actual samples at a Showplace 
dealer, where the subtleties and details will be apparent. They also have the training and experience to help you 
narrow all the choices down to that one perfect style, yours.
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Most furniture and cabinets use what is called overlay construction – doors and 

drawer headers are in front of the cabinet’s face frame, and are slightly larger than 

the openings in the frame, so they overlap or overlay them. Inset cabinets are 

fundamentally different.

Inset doors and drawer headers are fitted inside the face frame in a precisely-sized 

opening. As you can imagine, this requires a higher level of precision craftsmanship 

in the manufacturing process. Because of this, inset has always carried high-end, 

high-dollar connotations. We’re proud to offer this elegant option at a Showplace 

value price.

OVERLAY AND INSET

Much like Showplace overlay and inset cabinetry, each ShowplaceEVO cabinet 

is crafted to your specification, right here in the heart of the American Midwest, 

and backed by a limited lifetime warranty. As compared to overlay and inset 

framed cabinet construction, ShowplaceEVO cabinetry is constructed without 

a face frame, best known as full-access, or frameless, cabinetry. And since 

Showplace is an employee-owned brand, whether you choose overlay, inset, or 

full-access styling, you know that everyone who works to bring your vision to 

reality cares about what they do. After all, each one is an owner.

EVO

Door style: Pendleton

Perimeter Species: HDM | Finish: Extra White

Island Species: Cherry | Finish: Tawny

Primary Door style: Vienna | Finish: Wired Mercury high-gloss acrylic

Accent Door style: Duet | Finish: White high-gloss acrylic

RAISED PANEL
p. 20-23
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CABINET STRUCTURE

DRAWER HEADERS

• Tops, bottoms, and end panels are 5/8” 
engineered wood, with a plywood option.

• Hinges are adjustable, soft close.

• Stain and paint finishes are sealed and given 
an oven-baked topcoat of catalyzed varnish 
for lasting durability in satin or matte sheen.

• Shelves are a hefty 3/4” thick and adjustable.

• Interior options are durable and easy to clean.

• Wall cabinets are 13” deep.

The terms, stile and rail, refer to the vertical and horizontal 

components, respectively, of the door, or five-piece header.

SP stands for solid panel. That’s a flat-center panel door with 

a reverse-raised solid hardwood center panel.

TERMINOLOGY

Cope-and-stick door styles have a 

standard slab header, shown above. 

Five-piece headers are optional, as 

shown at right. Not available in slab 

styles.

When using five-piece headers with 

raised-panel door styles, like Cambridge 

shown at left, the center panel will vary. 

Standard-height drawers will have a flat 

center panel, as shown at the top. Taller 

drawer headers will have raised center 

panels, as shown in the lower two drawers 

on this three-drawer base configuration. 

Talk to your Showplace designer for full 

details. Not available in slab styles.

OVERLAY AND INSET
• Tops, bottoms, and end panels are 1/2” plywood.

• Face frames are 3/4” thick select solid 
hardwood, dadoed to receive tops, bottoms, 
and end panels.

• Hinges are adjustable, soft close.

• Finish is sealed and given an oven-baked 
topcoat of catalyzed varnish for lasting 
durability in satin or matte sheen.

• Shelves are a hefty 3/4” thick and adjustable.

• Interior options are durable and easy to clean.

• Wall cabinets are 13” deep.

EVO
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DRAWERS AND ROLL TRAYS

All drawers and roll trays feature soft close, 

full extension glides, backed by a limited 

lifetime warranty, rated for 75-pound 

dynamic loads and 100-pound static loads.

The Showplace drawer box and roll tray is four-sided, 5/8” 

dovetailed solid hardwood. The 1/4” drawer bottom is captive 

on all four sides. (shown above) 

The upgrade option is four-sided,  5/8” dovetailed solid walnut.  

(shown right)

OVERLAY AND INSET

OVERLAY, INSET, AND EVO

Blum LEGRABOX KesseböhmerSolid hardwood

The ShowplaceEVO drawer box and 

roll tray is four-sided, 5/8” dovetailed 

birch plywood. The 1/4” drawer bottom is 

captive on all four sides. (shown right)

The upgrade options include:

• Four-sided, 5/8” dovetailed solid hardwood drawer box and  
roll trays (shown bottom middle)

• Four-sided, 5/8” dovetailed solid walnut drawer box  
and roll trays (shown right)

• Blum LEGRABOX metal drawer box and roll trays  
(shown bottom left)

• Kesseböhmer roll trays featuring stainless steel rails  
(shown bottom right)

EVO
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Flat panel refers to the family of door styles with a flat center panel. The flat 

panel options available from Showplace come in various rail and stile widths 

and flat and flat reverse-raised solid center panels.

Edgewater | Brushed Vintage Graphite with Oatmeal accents

Door style: Edgewater 

Kitchen Perimeter Species: Paint Grade | Finish: Heron Plume 

Kitchen Island/Hood Species: Rustic Alder | Finish: Driftwood

FLAT PANEL



SHOWN IN: red oak Amber

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center 
panel and decorator edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
hickory, and rustics.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab, SRDE, SREH, and  
five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

CONCORD SHOWN IN: hickory Truffle

CONCORD INSET SHOWN IN: maple Autumn

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, HDM, red oak, hickory, quartersawn white oak 
(framed only), rustics, and walnut (EVO only).

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset (shown) and flush inset.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

BRECKENRIDGE CONCORD | CONCORD INSET 
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.



EDGEWATER SHOWN IN: Brushed Vintage Graphite with Oatmeal accents

EDGEWATER INSET SHOWN IN: red oak Peppercorn

23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustics.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

SHOWN IN: maple Espresso

33/8” cope and stick frame with flat, reverse-raised 
solid center panel and decorator edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak,  
and hickory.

AVAILABLE IN: International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab, SRDE, SREH, and  
five-piece.

EDGEWATER | EDGEWATER INSET GALENA
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FLAT PANEL
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

LEXINGTON SHOWN IN: Soft Cream with Walnut glaze

LEXINGTON INSET SHOWN IN: Soft Cream

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustic alder.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset (shown) and flush inset.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Also available in solid panel version (SP).

SHOWN IN: Light Mocha with Oatmeal glaze

33/8” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, and paint grade.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

HERITAGE CF LEXINGTON | LEXINGTON INSET 



LANCASTER PARKSIDE | PARKSIDE INSET 
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SHOWN IN: Oyster with Pewter glaze

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center 
panel and notched edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
hickory, and rustic alder.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Also available in solid panel version (SP).

PARKSIDE SHOWN IN: Brushed Vintage Dovetail with Ivory accents

PARKSIDE INSET SHOWN IN: Light Greige

23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: HDM in paint only.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset (shown) and flush inset.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

FLAT PANEL



PENDLETON | PENDLETON INSET PENDLETON W
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

SHOWN IN: quartersawn white oak Autumn with 
Ebony glaze

33/8” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and 
smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
hickory, quartersawn white oak, and rustic alder.

AVAILABLE IN: International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

PENDLETON SHOWN IN: Dover White

PENDLETON INSET SHOWN IN: Dorian Gray

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, HDM, red oak, hickory, quartersawn white oak (framed 
only), rustics, and walnut (EVO only).

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Also available in solid panel version (SP).



PIERCE | PIERCE INSET SANTA FE | SANTA FE INSET 
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SANTA FE SHOWN IN: rustic alder Russet

SANTA FE INSET SHOWN IN: rustic alder Russet

23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel, 
multi-step top and bottom rails, and smooth edge 
treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
hickory, and rustic alder.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset 
(shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and 
Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

PIERCE SHOWN IN: Dovetail

PIERCE INSET SHOWN IN: maple Rockport

23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustics.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Also available in solid panel version (SP).

FLAT PANEL



STERLING | STERLING INSET
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

STERLING SHOWN IN: Gun Smoke

STERLING INSET SHOWN IN: Oyster

23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, HDM, red oak, hickory, and rustics.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset (shown) and flush inset.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Also available in solid panel version (SP).



SUTHERLAND | SUTHERLAND INSET 

SUTHERLAND SHOWN IN: Gauntlet Gray

SUTHERLAND INSET SHOWN IN: Heron Plume

23/4” cope and stick frame with flat center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustic alder.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Also available in solid panel version (SP).
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FLAT PANEL

PENDLETON II

SHOWN IN: cherry Chestnut

21/4” cope and stick frame with flat, twin vertical 
center panels and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
and hickory.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional and International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.



CABANA | CABANA INSET 

CABANA SHOWN IN: cherry Thunder

CABANA INSET SHOWN IN: cherry Thunder

21/4” cope and stick frame with louvered center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, and rustic alder.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and SREH.

DOOR STYLES  |  15

Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

The term louvered refers to a style featuring narrow 

slats, positioned horizontally at a slight angle, in a 

fixed, consistent interval, resembling window blinds 

or shutters.

Door style: Cabana | Species: Paint Grade | Finish: Teal Stencil

LOUVERED
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Applied molding door styles have 

decorative molding accenting the 

perimeter of the center panel. The 

applied molding door style options 

available from Showplace come in various 

rail and stile widths, flat, flat reverse-

raised solid center panels, and raised 

solid center panels.

Chateau | cherry Peppercorn

CHATEAU HAMILTON

SHOWN IN: cherry Peppercorn

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame, flat center panel, 
applied molding, and decorator edge.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
hickory, and rustics.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional and International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab, SRDE, SREH, and  
five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

SHOWN IN: White

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame, solid raised center 
panel, applied molding, and decorator edge.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
and hickory.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional and International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab, SRDE, SREH, and  
five-piece.

APPLIED MOLDING



SAVANNAH | SAVANNAH INSET HERITAGE SQ

SAVANNAH SHOWN IN: maple Rockport

SAVANNAH INSET SHOWN IN: Linen

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame, applied molding, flat center panel, and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustics.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset (shown) and flush inset.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

SHOWN IN: cherry Sienna

33/8” cope and stick frame, flat center panel, applied 
molding, and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, and paint grade.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

DOOR STYLES  |  17

Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.
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Sonoma | Oyster with Ebony glaze

ARLINGTON

SHOWN IN: cherry Tawny

3” mitered frame with flat center panel and beaded  
edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, and rustic alder.

AVAILABLE IN: International+ and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Shown above in solid panel version (SP).

ARIA

SHOWN IN: maple Cashew

1” mitered frame with flat center panel and smooth 
edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
and hickory.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

MITERED FRAME

The term mitered refers to how the rails 

and stiles of the door meet at the corners. 

Mitered joinery is at a 45-degree angle. The 

mitered options available from Showplace 

come in various rail and stile widths, flat, 

flat reverse-raised solid center panels, and 

raised solid center panels.
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

CAMBRIDGE VERCELLISONOMA

SHOWN IN: cherry Sienna with Carmel glaze

3” mitered frame with solid raised center panel  
and beaded edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, and  
rustic alder.

AVAILABLE IN: International+ and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

SHOWN IN: rustic alder Rockport

3” mitered frame with flat center panel and  
radiused edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, and  
rustic alder.

AVAILABLE IN: EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

SHOWN IN: Oyster with Ebony glaze

23/4” mitered step frame with flat center panel  
and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, and 
hickory.

AVAILABLE IN: International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

Also available in solid panel version (SP).
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Raised panel refers to the family of door styles with a raised solid center panel. 

The raised panel options available from Showplace come in various rail and stile 

widths and various raised center panel styles and edge treatments.

Chesapeake | White

Door style: Chesapeake Inset | Species: Paint Grade | Finish: White

Designed by Norfolk Kitchen & Bath in Braintree, MA.

RAISED PANEL
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

CHANNING | CHANNING INSET 

CHANNING SHOWN IN: maple Rockport

CHANNING INSET SHOWN IN: cherry Coffee

23/4” cope and stick frame with raised center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustics.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

COVINGTON

SHOWN IN: Linen with Carmel glaze

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with solid raised center 
panel and decorator edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, 
rustics, and walnut (EVO only).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab, SRDE, SREH, and  
five-piece.
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CHESAPEAKE | CHESAPEAKE INSET 

RAISED PANEL

CHESAPEAKE SHOWN IN: Gauntlet Gray

CHESAPEAKE INSET SHOWN IN: Dovetail

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with solid raised center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, HDM, red oak, hickory, quartersawn white oak (framed only), 
rustics, and walnut (EVO only).

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

HILLCREST

SHOWN IN: red oak Hazelnut

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick cathedral arch frame with solid  
raised center panel and decorator edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, 
and rustics.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional and International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab, SRDE, SREH, and five-piece.
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

OXFORD SIERRA | SIERRA INSET

SHOWN IN: red oak Autumn

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick eyebrow arch frame 
with solid raised center panel and decorator edge 
treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, 
hickory, and rustics.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional and International+.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab, SRDE, SREH, and  
five-piece.

SIERRA SHOWN IN: Pure White

SIERRA INSET SHOWN IN: Pure White

23/4” cope and stick frame with solid raised center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustics.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset (shown) and flush inset.

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.
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Beaded panel refers to a style featuring 

evenly-spaced, vertical beading on the flat 

center panel.

 

Door style: Summit Inset | Species: Red Oak

Finish: Oyster | Specialty Finish: Vintage

SUMMIT | SUMMIT INSET 

SUMMIT SHOWN IN: White

SUMMIT INSET SHOWN IN: Billowy Breeze

21/4” or 23/4” cope and stick frame with flat beaded center panel and smooth edge treatment.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and rustics.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab and five-piece.

BEADED PANEL
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

5-piece construction consists of five 

components: two stiles (vertical components), 

two rails (horizontal components), and one 

center panel.

3-piece construction consists of three 

components: two stiles (vertical components) 

and one center panel.

Chalet | textured melamine Charred Oak

Villa | textured melamine Ginger

5-PIECE 

3-PIECE 

CHALETVILLA

SHOWN IN: Burlap textured melamine  
 
5-piece door.

OFFERED IN: Textures with grain.

AVAILABLE IN: EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Five-piece.

SHOWN IN: Gibraltar textured melamine  
 
3-piece door.

OFFERED IN: Textures with grain.

AVAILABLE IN: EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab with vertical grain stiles 
and horizontal grain center panel.



SLAB

3/4”

All woods naturally expand and contract in response to changes in 

environmental humidity. This can cause warping and binding, especially 

in the close tolerances inherent to full-access cabinetry. The solid 

hardwood door styles on the previous pages resist warping due to the 

nature of their construction. The center panel is able to move within the 

frame in response to dimensional changes. But a slab door does not have 

this advantage. A solid hardwood slab door could expand, contract, bind, 

or even warp over time. That’s why the 

Showplace slab doors use a highly-stable 

engineered wood core, faced with wood 

veneers, acrylics, foils, or textures. This 

promises ongoing dimensional stability.

Door style: Vienna | Finish: Licorice Groovz textured melamine DUET SS SHOWN IN: Dark Night

DUET SS INSET SHOWN IN: Simpli Gray

Slab slim shaker door.

OFFERED IN: HDM in paint only and foils (EVO only).

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab slim shaker with horizontal grain.

 

DUET SS  |  DUET SS INSET
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MILAN SHOWN IN: cherry Truffle

MILAN INSET SHOWN IN: maple Pecan

Slab design with a smooth edge treatment that showcases fine hardwood veneers.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, red oak, hickory, and walnut (EVO only) veneers.

INSET STYLING: Beaded inset and flush inset (shown).

AVAILABLE IN: Traditional, International+, EVO, and Inset (shown right).

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab with horizontal grain.

MILAN | MILAN INSET 

SHOWN IN: White foil 

3D laminate slab door.

OFFERED IN: Foils, White textured 
melamine, high-gloss solids, and matte2.

AVAILABLE IN: EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab.

DUET
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Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.
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HORIZON NOVARA VIENNA

SHOWN IN: maple Natural

Beveled edge profile with vertical grain.

OFFERED IN: Cherry, maple, paint grade, and 
red oak veneers.

AVAILABLE IN: EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab beveled edge with 
vertical grain.

SHOWN IN: bamboo Natural

Vertical grain.

OFFERED IN: Foils with grain, textures with  
grain, wenge, bamboo, straight grain SG woods, 
high-gloss patterns, and walnut.

AVAILABLE IN: International+ (red oak SG only)  
and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab with vertical grain.

SHOWN IN: wenge Natural 

Horizontal grain.

OFFERED IN: Foils with grain, textures with  
grain, wenge, bamboo, straight grain SG woods, 
high-gloss patterns, and walnut.

AVAILABLE IN: International+ (red oak SG only) 
and EVO.

DRAWER HEADERS: Slab with horizontal grain.



SLAB DOOR SURFACES
Our hardwood door styles offer a wide range of stains, 

paints, and special finish options. But the Showplace slab, 

3-piece, and 5-piece door styles have their own distinct 

range of choices. Slab, 3-piece, and 5-piece doors differ from 

hardwood doors in that they have an engineered-wood core 

for stability, topped by veneered surfaces. Our Milan and 

Novara doors are offered in standard wood veneers. But there 

is a wide and creative range of surface options beyond that. 

These two pages give you a glimpse, but to really appreciate 

the look and feel of these offerings, review actual samples at 

your Showplace dealer.

Accent Door style: Villa | Finish: Ginger textured melamine

Perimeter Door style: Duet | Finish: Black matte2

Island Door style: Duet | Finish: White high-gloss acrylic

Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.
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Burlap
Taction Texture

Kodiak
Taction Texture

Argento
Taction Texture

Licorice Groovz
Medina Texture

Charred Oak
Boreal Texture

Ginger
Taction Texture

Gibraltar
Taction Texture

White
Velvet Texture

Seared Oak
Boreal Texture

FOILS

TEXTURED MELAMINE

available in Duet and Duet SS

available in Horizon, Vienna, Chalet, and Villa

Cream Silt

Midnight

White Fashion Gray Gauntlet

Swiss Elm SkyeOyster Bay
*also available   
 in Horizon and 
 Vienna

*also available  
 in Horizon and  
 Vienna

Dunbar
*also available  
 in Horizon and  
 Vienna

*available in Duet only
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Wired Bronze face
Slate backer

Wired Cobalt face
Brittany Blue backer

Wired Mercury face 
Storm backer

Wired White face
White backer

Wired Zinc face 
Black backer

available in Horizon and Vienna

HIGH-GLOSS ACRYLIC SOLIDS

HIGH-GLOSS ACRYLIC PATTERNS

Black face
Black backer

Smoke face
White backer

White face
White backer

Graphite face
Slate backer

Ivory face
Off White backer

Dark Gray face
Storm backer

available in Duet

available in Duet

EXOTIC WOOD VENEERS

STRAIGHT GRAIN WOOD VENEERS

MATTE2

maple SG
Harvest

cherry SG
Sienna

bamboo 
Natural

bamboo 
Rockport

red oak SG
Hazelnut

wenge 
Natural

red oak, maple, and cherry SG choices are offered in all the 
standard stains for those wood species

available in Horizon and Vienna

available in Horizon and Vienna

Black face 
Black backer

White face 
White backer

SLAB DOOR SURFACES



Door style: Horizon | Species: Bamboo | Finish: Rockport

Designed by Gegg Design & Cabinetry in Ellisville, MO.

Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

Clear Glass - Low Iron SoftEtch - Gray Tinted

SoftEtch Backpainted - 
Pure White (formerly known 
as Metallic Base)

SoftEtch Backpainted - Ice 
(formerly known as White)

SoftEtch Backpainted - 
Bronze/White 

SoftEtch Backpainted -  
OzarkShadow 
(formerly known as Light Gray)

SoftEtch - Low Iron

SoftEtch - Bronze 
Tinted

METAL FRAME DOORS

1919

1927

1955

Glass Options: 
• SoftEtch - Low Iron
• SoftEtch - Bronze Tinted
• SoftEtch - Gray Tinted
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Ice
• SoftEtch Backpainted - OzarkShadow
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Bronze/White
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Pure White
• Clear Glass - Low Iron

Glass Options: 
• SoftEtch - Low Iron
• SoftEtch - Bronze Tinted
• SoftEtch - Gray Tinted
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Ice
• SoftEtch Backpainted - OzarkShadow
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Bronze/White
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Pure White
• Clear Glass - Low Iron

Glass Options: 
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Ice
• SoftEtch Backpainted - OzarkShadow
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Bronze/White
• SoftEtch Backpainted - Pure White
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PAINTS

Showplace painted finishes give the 

impression of a solid-color surface, but with 

our lifetime-warranty quality. Our multi-step 

process includes a final topcoat with an 

oven-baked varnish for superior durability.

Showplace paints are available on all non-

slab door styles, and on Milan, Duet SS, and 

Novara (EVO only) slab styles. Standard 

paints and Vintage paints are offered in 

your choice of satin or matte sheen on rustic 

alder, red oak, and paint grade/HDM.

Paints can be accented with no-charge, 

hand-wiped glazing or hand distressing on 

non-slab styles. Paints can also be specified 

in the Vintage, Brushed Vintage, and Subtle 

Vintage finish packages.

White

Linen

Oyster

Graphite

Cedar

Extra White

Light Mocha

Gun Smoke

Billowy Breeze

Moss Green

Pure White

Sandstone

Dorian Gray

Smokey Blue

Jasper

Simpli White White Dove

Light Greige

Dovetail

Hale Navy

Black

Heron Plume

Mid Greige

Gauntlet Gray

Naval

Dover White

Dark Greige

Westchester Gray

Dark Night

Soft Cream

Urbane Bronze

Downing Slate

Teal Stencil

Simpli Gray



ColorSelect CUSTOM

Have your heart set on a specific paint color from another paint brand? Not 

a problem. The Showplace ColorSelect Custom option frees you to create 

cabinetry in any paint color, from a suitable swatch or chip. Some limitations 

apply, so talk to your Showplace dealer about this special offering.  

Available in Showplace overlay and inset lines.

Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

Paint-grade doors and five-piece drawer headers have a solid, fine-grain hardwood frame. 

Center panels and slab headers are of HDM. HDM is used by cabinetry manufacturers of all 

quality levels because it is more stable than solid hardwood and will not expand or contract 

with seasonal changes.

HDM is also a significant improvement over the MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) or HDF 

(High Density Fiberboard) substrate that other brands use today.

In HDM styles, the entire door is HDM. HDM, an engineered wood, is custom formulated to 

provide exceptional results for cabinetry with demanding profile and finishing applications. 

HDM offers increased strength, is ultra-smooth, and provides the most stable option for high 

quality painted cabinetry in variable humidity installations.

In both paint grade and HDM, cabinet face frames and moldings are solid hardwood, and 

painted end panels are hardwood ply in our framed line, and engineered wood in our EVO line.

Door style: Edgewater | Species: Paint Grade | Finish: ColorSelect Minor Blue

The ColorSelect option gives you the ability to choose your exact hue from the 

Sherwin-Williams fan deck, with more than a thousand choices. This allows you 

to coordinate your cabinetry with other painted elements in the home. Talk to 

your Showplace dealer for full details.
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Natural Nutmeg

Driftwood

Autumn PecanCashew Russet Coffee

Tawny Peppercorn Midnight Flagstone

Rockport

Dusk Thunder

STAINS

Natural Sienna PecanCayenne CashewAutumnTruffle

Merlot Chestnut Russet Coffee Tawny

Peppercorn Midnight Flagstone

Rockport Dusk

Thunder

Natural Hazelnut Amber Cognac AutumnTruffle

Merlot Harvest Tawny Peppercorn

Cashew

Midnight

Flagstone

Rockport Dusk

Thunder

MAPLE

Natural Hazelnut PecanCashewAutumnNutmeg Harvest

Espresso Peppercorn Midnight FlagstoneRockport Dusk Thunder

CHERRY HICKORY        also available in rustic

RUSTIC ALDER

The fine, uniform grain pattern of maple tends toward lighter colorations. Like all 
woods, it will darken with age, but to a lesser degree than cherry. Maple takes on 
a subtle mottled appearance when finished in the darker stains.

Create an environment of authentic warmth and homey charm with rustic alder. 
Featuring cherry-like grain, rustic alder displays visible knots, mineral streaks, and color 
variation in the door frames and solid center panels.

The warm elegance of cherry darkens considerably as it ages. Cherry’s fine 
grain often exhibits swirls and a flowing, random pattern. Its color varies from 
nearly white to dark reddish brown.

The outgoing extrovert of the hardwood family, dense, heavy hickory displays 
vibrant grain patterns and wide variation in color. Lighter stains make this feature 
most evident, while darker stains tend to mute it. Hickory is also available in rustic.



Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.
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Natural

Dusk

Truffle

Tawny

Autumn Cashew

Peppercorn

Chestnut

Midnight

Harvest

Flagstone Thunder

Coffee

Rockport

Please be aware that some other cabinetry brands will include cheaper, non-quartersawn 
components with their quartersawn doors. Showplace does not do this. 

Natural Hazelnut Amber Cognac Truffle

Driftwood

Autumn Cashew

Chestnut Harvest Coffee Tawny

Midnight

Rockport Dusk

Peppercorn Flagstone Thunder

Natural Amber Tawny Thunder

WALNUT

RED OAK

A time-honored favorite with prominent, distinctive grain character, red oak may 
show tiny rays and flowing patterns. It tends toward warm tones and is very hard 
with a high shock resistance.

The more costly quartersawing method yields material with distinctive grain 
and superior stability. Combined with the popular Pendleton, Chesapeake, 
and Concord door styles, it is the perfect choice for Mission-themed creations. 
Quartersawn white oak is also very receptive to glazing, highlighting its unique 
grain. We use genuine quartersawn white oak for face frames, end panels, and 
coordinating elements like moldings on all quartersawn cabinetry orders.

The EVO-only Walnut has a variable grain, ranging from straight to highly-
figured, and color, ranging from tan to dark brown to purplish-gray heartwood 
and creamy white to blonde sapwood. A darker stain is recommended when less 
color variation is desired.

QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK        

Door style: Edgewater | Species: Rustic Alder | Finish: Driftwood 
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Most stains tend to mute variations in the wood — the darker the 

stain, the more variation is hidden. But for those who appreciate 

the inherent variability, distinctive grain, and unique personality of 

natural hardwood, we offer the Showplace character stains: Cashew, 

Dusk, Tawny, Midnight, Flagstone, and Thunder.

These unique stains provide a rich, somewhat translucent look that 

accentuates grain and celebrates the variation found in natural wood 

characteristics. The Showplace character stains are offered at no 

additional charge. 

DUSK

CASHEW

red oak  
Dusk

red oak  
Cashew

rustic alder  
Dusk

rustic alder  
Cashew

cherry  
Dusk

cherry  
Cashew

hickory  
Dusk

hickory  
Cashew

maple  
Dusk

maple  
Cashew

rustic hickory 
Dusk

rustic hickory 
Cashew

quartersawn
white oak Dusk

quartersawn
white oak Cashew

CHARACTER STAINS

Door style: Sutherland Inset | Species: Hickory | Finish: Flagstone



Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.
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FLAGSTONE

red oak  
Flagstone

rustic alder  
Flagstone

cherry  
Flagstone

hickory  
Flagstone

maple  
Flagstone

rustic hickory  
Flagstone

quartersawn
white oak Flagstone

THUNDER

red oak  
Thunder

rustic alder  
Thunder

cherry  
Thunder

hickory  
Thunder

maple  
Thunder

walnut  
Thunder

rustic hickory  
Thunder

quartersawn
white oak Thunder

MIDNIGHT

red oak  
Midnight

rustic alder  
Midnight

cherry  
Midnight

hickory  
Midnight

maple  
Midnight

rustic hickory  
Midnight

quartersawn
white oak Midnight

TAWNY

red oak  
Tawny

rustic alder  
Tawny

cherry  
Tawny

hickory  
Tawny

walnut  
Tawny

rustic hickory  
Tawny

quartersawn
white oak Tawny



Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.

Showplace glazed finishes highlight detail and create an impression of 

aging. Glazing is an additional finish step in which a pigmented material 

is applied to the surfaces, then hand-wiped partially away. This allows the 

glazing to “hangup” in areas of detail, adding contrast and depth. Because 

of the handcrafted nature of glazing, it is naturally variable.

Showplace glazing is offered at no additional charge in these six tones. 

Glazing is available on all non-slab door styles, woods, stains, and paints, 

in satin or matte sheen. 

IVORY

CARMEL

OATMEAL

PEWTER

EBONY

WALNUT

GLAZES

HANDCRAFTED GLAZING

DISTRESSING
Showplace distressing gives an aged, timeworn look to cabinetry, 

reminiscent of antique furniture. The process creates soft corners 

and profiles, and subtle, randomly-placed dents. Optional glazing 

accentuates these features even more. 

Showplace distressing includes your choice of over-sanding, chain 

distressing, or both. Distressed paint finishes can also display optional 

rub-through. An even higher level of aged character is available with 

the Showplace Vintage finish which includes proprietary distressing 

techniques available only from Showplace.

Notice the over-sanding visible on the corners and raised areas. Also 

note the random dents created by hand-applied chain distressing 

techniques.

Door style: Covington | Species: Rustic Alder | Finish: Autumn | Glaze: Ebony

Specialty Finish: Distressing



Door style: Pierce | Species: Red Oak | Finish: Tawny 
Specialty Finish: Weathered | Accent: Oatmeal

Door style: Edgewater Inset | Species: Hickory | Finish: Thunder 
Specialty Finish: Weathered | Accent: Black

• Red oak
• Quartersawn 

white oak

• Hickory
• Rustic hickory
• Red oak SG

SPECIES:

All Weathered finishes are offered in your choice of satin sheen 
(25-degree mid gloss) or matte sheen (10-degree low gloss).

• Thunder
• Tawny
• Cashew

• Flagstone
• Natural

STAINS:

• Ivory
• Oatmeal
• Carmel
• Walnut

• Pewter
• Ebony
• Black

ACCENTS:

WEATHERED FINISH AVAILABILITY

A Weathered accent color is included and must be chosen on 
Weathered orders.

• Concord
• Edgewater
• Lexington 
• Pendleton
• Pendleton (33/8”)

• Pierce
• Sterling
• Sutherland
• Milan
• Vienna

DOOR STYLES:
Solid-panel, 23/4” door styles:

The Weathered finish option is available in Traditional, 
International+, Inset (flush), and EVO.

WEATHERED
Weathered is a specialty finish option 

designed to exude an impression of 

time-worn appeal. The natural charm 

produced through this multi-step 

process results in a worn, reclaimed 

look. Reminiscent of wood exposed to 

the elements of nature over an extended 

period-of-time, the visual and tactile 

character of Weathered is somewhat 

unique for each species and varies from 

piece-to-piece.

An accent color is also hand-brushed 

onto the material and then partially 

wiped-off to create contrast against the 

chosen species and stain, furthering the 

appeal of this specialty finish option.

SPECIALTY FINISHES  |  39
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VINTAGE FINISHES
The unique Showplace Vintage offering takes antique character to the highest level. 

Special Vintage finish techniques include hand padding and dry brushing to create 

a distinctive impression of elegant aging. 

Optional Vintage character elements are achieved through chain distressing with a 

proprietary Showplace technique, worm holing and worm tracking, chisel and rasp 

distressing, and over-sanding. This beautiful, handcrafted finish is offered in three 

variations, some without distressing, on a wide selection of woods, in both stains and 

paints, in your choice of satin or matte sheen. We invite you to view actual samples at 

your Showplace dealer.

RUSTIC WOODS
Rustic woods create environments with authentic warmth 

and natural homey charm. Rustics display visible knots, 

mineral and color variation in the door frame and solid 

center panel. The size, number, and location of these 

characteristics will naturally vary.

Rustic alder and rustic hickory are available in a wide 

range of door styles and in all the standard stains offered 

for those woods. Rustic alder is also offered in painted 

finishes. The natural, timeworn character of rustics can be 

enhanced with optional glazing, distressing, or Vintage 

finish treatments.

Door style: Edgewater | Species: Paint Grade | Finish: Extra White | Specialty Finish: Subtle Vintage



Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.
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VINTAGE
• Multi-step antiqued finish technique

• Walnut or Black accents with random and 
dramatic variations 

• Proprietary distressed character elements

• Satin or matte sheen furniture-quality topcoat

• Stains offered on cherry, maple, red oak,  
rustic alder, and walnut

• Paints offered on red oak, rustic alder, and 
paint grade/HDM

SUBTLE VINTAGE
• Multi-step antiqued finish technique

• Walnut or Black accents with random and 
dramatic variations

• No distressing

• Satin or matte sheen furniture-quality topcoat

• Stains offered on cherry, maple, red oak,  
rustic alder, and walnut

• Paints offered on red oak, rustic alder, and 
paint grade/HDM

BRUSHED VINTAGE
• Hand-applied antiqued finish technique

• Ebony, Walnut, Pewter, Ivory, Oatmeal, or 
Black accents with a softer, more blended 
appearance

• No distressing

• Satin or matte sheen furniture-quality 
topcoat

• Stains offered on cherry, maple, red oak,  
red oak SG, rustic alder, and walnut

• Paints offered on red oak, rustic alder, and 
paint grade/HDM

Vintage Autumn 
on maple

Subtle Vintage 
Naval

Vintage Linen 
on red oak

Subtle Vintage 
Midnight on cherry

Vintage Russet 
on rustic alder

Subtle Vintage  
Soft Cream

Vintage Natural 
on rustic alder

Brushed Vintage 
Linen with Ebony 
accents

Brushed Vintage 
Oyster with Pewter 
accents

Brushed Vintage 
Graphite with Ivory 
accents

Brushed Vintage 
White with Oatmeal 
accents

Subtle Vintage 
Cedar



MADE FOR THE MOMENTS

At Showplace, we’ve always taken the long

view. That means looking ahead, innovating,

and designing with the journey of all homeowners

in mind. For those whose moment includes an

emphasis on affordability, we encourage you

to join us in the journey with Longview by

Showplace. Longview is a lifestyle. It’s a

fresh perspective on how we approach

crafting and delivering cabinetry –

contemporary, responsible, and stylish.

START WITH THE FINISHES

STAINS

Choose contemporary paints and stains, or a 
beautiful decorative laminate veneer, for the perfect 
finish to complete your cherished place.

CHERRY

Natural CashewTruffle Rockport

HICKORY

Natural CashewTruffle Rockport

MAPLE

Natural Cashew Rockport

RED OAK

CashewTruffle RockportNatural

SURFACES

Diamond 
White

ShowplaceCabinetry.com/Longview

EMPLOYEE OWNED    MADE IN AMERICA
SOUTH DAKOTA100% Decorative Laminate Veneer (DLV)

Longview: 2-year limited warranty

CABINET STRUCTURE

DRAWERS AND ROLL TRAYS

• Tops, bottoms, and unfinished end panels are 
1/2” engineered wood; 1/2” plywood finished ends, 
or 3/4” plywood flush-ends are available.

• Face frames are 3/4” thick select solid hardwood.

• Hinges are adjustable, self-close.

• Finish is sealed and given an oven-baked 
topcoat of catalyzed varnish for lasting 
durability in satin sheen.

• Shelves are a hefty 3/4” thick and adjustable.

• Interior options are durable and easy to clean.

• Wall cabinets are 13” deep.

• All drawers and roll trays feature self-close, 
3/4 extension glides, rated for 75-pound load 
capacity.

• The Longview by Showplace drawer box 
and roll tray is four-sided, 5/8” dovetailed 
engineered wood. The 1/4” drawer bottom is 
captive on all four sides.

• The upgrade option is a four-sided, 5/8” 
dovetailed plywood drawer box and roll tray.

PAINTS

NavalSimpli 
Gray

Simpli 
White



Color representations are approximate. Please base selection decisions on actual samples.
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START WITH THE FINISHES

OFFERED IN: 
Red oak, maple,  
paint grade, cherry,  
and hickory

OVERLAY:
Traditional

DRAWER HEADERS: 
Slab

CONSTRUCTION: 
Slab

VISTA
shown in maple Natural

OFFERED IN: 
Paint grade

OVERLAY:
Traditional

DRAWER HEADERS: 
Slab

CONSTRUCTION:
Slab

MANOR
shown in Simpli White

OFFERED IN: 
Decorative Laminate Veneer (DLV)

OVERLAY:
International+

DRAWER HEADERS: 
Five-piece

CONSTRUCTION:
Five-piece doweled

ASHTON
shown in Diamond White DLV

DOOR STYLES

HILLCREST
shown in maple Cashew

PENDLETON
shown in Naval

LANCASTER
shown in maple Natural

PENDLETON II
shown in cherry Truffle

SUMMIT
shown in maple Natural

BRECKENRIDGE
shown in red oak Natural

LEXINGTON
shown in hickory Rockport

CONCORD
shown in hickory Truffle

CHESAPEAKE
shown in cherry Rockport

OXFORD
shown in red oak Natural

COVINGTON
shown in maple Natural

OFFERED IN: 
Red oak, maple, paint grade,  
cherry, and hickory

OVERLAY: 
Traditional

DRAWER HEADERS: 
Slab and five-piece

CONSTRUCTION: 
Cope and stick
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